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Innovation has flourished at the edge of the Internet; however, the core has 

experienced a slower pace of innovation. This lag is impacting the pace of innovation at 

the edge and threatening quality as ad hoc solutions are implemented to overcome core 

network barriers to innovation. Active networking technology, which opens up the 

architecture of routers, is proposed as a standard solution. Researchers draw an analogy 

to the computer industry where innovation is claimed to be accelerated by 

modularization. This argument is valid to the extent that the router market is similar to 

the computer market; however, contemporary innovation theories cast doubt on this 

likelihood. These theories indicate that for active networking technology to accelerate 

Internet innovation, extraordinary measures will be required to break the status quo. This 

paper analyzes this situation and makes recommendations, based on innovation theory, 

on how active networking can be successful in accelerating Internet innovation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

While the Internet is one of the most successful innovations of the 20th century, 

leading researchers are concerned that the pace of innovation at the core of the Internet is 

lagging. Unless this situation is improved, the current pace of Internet innovation will be 

difficult to maintain and ad hoc network elements will be introduced in an attempt to 

overcome core network barriers to progress. These non-standard, ad hoc network 

elements are not consistent with the basic Internet design principles and threaten the 

future viability of the Internet. 

The stakes are huge as the as the Internet has grown into a massive economic 

engine. At the end of 2003 there were over 750 million Internet users and that number is 

forecasted to grow to over one billion in 2007. These users are able to access over 50 

million Web sites. The financial impact of the Internet is staggering with ecommerce 

alone responsible for an estimated six trillion U.S. dollars of transactions in 2004. 

Problem Statement 

It is estimated that after a concept is prototyped large-scale deployment in the 

Internet takes about eight years. One cause of the delay is believed to be the deployment 

process, which includes standardization, incorporation into vendor hardware platforms, 

user procurement and installation. Others point to the standardization process itself, 

which has become much more complex as the Internet has evolved from a research tool 

where consensus on standards was reached rapidly to an essential commercial 
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infrastructure where vendors dominate the process. A similar view is that the commercial 

success of the Internet has created a network scale that is almost impossible to model 

which contributes to the threat of ossification, or inability to change. Another view is that 

mission-critical commercialization has made it very difficult for research to be conducted 

on the Internet. 

Active networking technology is being proposed by many researchers as a 

solution to accelerate the pace of Internet innovation. The principle with this technology 

is the unbundling of Internet router software and hardware so users can load and execute 

programs in the routers that have been made active. The computer industry is highlighted 

as an example of how this transition was successful in accelerating innovation. That is, 

the computer industry evolved from a mainframe mindset where hardware and software 

were bundled together to an app:oach where hardware and software innovation are 

decoupled. This transition is credited as a driver of the tremendous pace of innovation in 

the computer industry and is claimed to be able to do the same thing for Internet 

innovation by decoupling router software and hardware. 

To realize the vision oflnternet innovation acceleration through active 

networking technology significant private and public technical research in the field has 

been undertaken for the last ten years. We found no research, however, that has tested the 

assumption that the innovation experienced in the computer industry, enabled by 

decoupling software and hardware, can be applied to the Internet with a similar degree of 

success. 
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Definitions 

Following are key definitions used in the active networks literature. These 

definitions were used by Psounis (1999). A key concept th.at differentiates active 

networks is the functionality implemented at different layers of the OSI protocol model. 

The two layers that are most impacted by active networks are the network and application 

layers. Network layer responsibilities include addressing, determining routes for sending 

and managing network problems such as congestion. The application layer represents the 

services that directly support user applications. Responsibilities of this layer include 

network access, flow control, and error recovery. 

Passive Networks- A passive or traditional network is a network that consists of 

smart hosts sitting at the edges of the network that are capable of performing 

computations up to the application layer, and simple routers that interconnect the hosts 

and can perform computations up to the network layer. 

Active Networks - An active network is a network that allows intermediate routers 

to perform computations up to the application layer. In addition, users can program the 

network by injecting programs into it. These programs travel inside network packets and 

are executed in intermediate nodes resulting in the modification of their state and 

behavior. 

Active Packets- Active packets are packets that carry executable code. The code 

is executed in nodes that are also active because they allow computations up to the 

application layer to take place, but no active code resides in the nodes in the case of 

active packet architectures. The executable code carried in active packets is either 
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executed on the data of the same packet that carries the code or executed in order to 

change the state or behavior of the node. 

Active Nodes- In the active nodes approach, the packets do not carry the actual 

code but instead carry some identifiers or references to predefined functions that reside in 

the active nodes. The packets are active in the sense that they decide which functions are 

going to be executed on their data, and they provide the parameters for these functions. 

The executable code, however, resides in the active nodes and is not carried in the 

packets. 

Contributions 

We use contemporary innovation theory to challenge the assumption that active 

network technology will fulfill the vision of accelerated Internet innovation. Researchers 

in active networking point to the computer industry as an example of an industry with 

rapid innovation due to hardware and software unbundling. Innovation theory researchers 

also point to the computer industry as an example to explain their theories of innovation 

as that industry is considered a model of rapid innovation. We explore the intersection of 

these two fields to use innovation theory to evaluate the extent to which active 

networking will accelerate Internet innovation. 

Our research, using innovation theory, shows that active networking has a low 

probability of being deployed in the Internet. A major factor contributing to this 

conclusion is the structure of the router market, which is at equilibrium and dominated by 

two vendors with one vendor having twice the market share of the other vendor. These 

vendors are not motivated open up their market to competition. Another key contributing 
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factor is the scale of the Internet which will require significant investment to upset the 

equilibrimn of the current router situation to make a penetration with active networking. 

The same innovation theory model is then used to propose an environment where 

active networking could be successfully deployed to accelerate Internet innovation. The 

conclusions for this are that the US Government should create a large scale, proof of 

concept active network using processes similar to the beginning of the current Internet. 

To enable this scaling as well as the involvement of major research institutions the use of 

the National Light Rail network is proposed. After completion of the proof of concept 

phase, the network should be transitioned to a quasi-commercial entity like the National 

Science foundation, which will prepare the network for commercialization. An important 

assumption for the architecture of the new active networking Internet is that backward 

compatibility with the current Internet is a low priority. This is a topic for further 

research. 

Overview 

Chapter 2 includes an overview of Internet innovation. We show that innovation 

is flourishing at the edge of the Internet; however, innovation in the core ofthe Internet is 

not progressing at a similar rate. To accommodate the demand for innovation non

standard network elements are being deployed in the Internet. Examples such as network 

address translators (NATs) are described. These ad hoc network elements violate the end 

to end principle on which the Internet architecture is based and, therefore, threaten the 

integrity of the network. The deployment ofNATs is particularly disturbing since a 

standard solution, IPV6, exists to solve the problem that NATs resolve, i.e., the shortage 

of IP addresses. In addition to the ad hoc network elements indicating a need for 
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innovation, other causes such as physical and virtual network elements are identified. 

Finally, the router industry' s analogy to the computer industry's hardware and software 

decoupling driving innovation is described. 

In Chapter 3 we analyze the Internet value chain with an emphasis on the 

infrastructure vendors. The purpose of this analysis is to describe the demand for 

innovation in the core of the Internet as well as the structure of the industry. Industry 

structure has a large impact on the rate of innovation diffusion. Research indicates that 

Internet Service Providers are motivated to deploy innovative services to differentiate 

their offerings from the competition. Many of the innovative services being demanded 

are not possible with the current Internet architecture. Examples of these services include 

Voice over Internet Protocol and Video Streaming services that require more than a best 

effort packet delivery quality of service. 

The structure of the current Internet consists of many interconnected enterprises, 

making significant innovation diffusion vary difficult. Reasons for this include the need 

to reach consensus on technical and commercial details. A key element of the Internet 

value chain for active networking is the router infrastructure providers. The edge and core 

router markets are dominated by Cisco Systems, Inc. and to a lesser extent Juniper 

Networks, Inc. These vendors are not motivated to open up their product architectures to 

invite competitors in to accelerate innovation. 

Active networking is described in detail in Chapter 4. The driver of active 

networking technology is the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(DARPA) whose objective is to deploy networks that can "tum on a dime" for military 

purposes. Researchers have extended DARPA's work to the Internet as a way to 
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accelerate innovation. Active networking opens up router architecture such that hardware 

and software are decoupled with standard interfaces between router hardware and 

software. Application programs can then be loaded into the routers that recognize and 

operate on the information content of packets. Two major active networking architectures 

are described. In one, application programs reside in routers and process packet 

information; whereas the other architecture calls for program fragments to exist in the 

packets along with packet information. Issues associated with active networking as well 

as current research status are described. Light usage of the ABone active networking 

testbed indicates that progress on active networking research and development is 

relatively slow. 

Chapter 5 provides a description oflnnovation Theory. Most of this chapter is 

devoted to describing the research results of Clayton Christensen who published his 

works on Disruptive Innovation Theory in two books: The Innovator 's Dilemma (2000) 

and The Innovator's Solution (with Raynor, 2003). His conclusions are that companies 

that are very successful are not likely or motivated to pursue significant innovations. His 

work extends to recommending tests for analyzing the innovation situation in markets 

and how to position innovations for successful diffusion. The work of Bhaskar 

Chakravorti (2003) on innovation diffusion is also profiled. Chakravorti concludes that 

the rate of innovation diffusion is inversely proportional to the degree of connectedness 

of the players in the market. He suggests that a highly intertwined market reaches an 

equilibrium that an innovation must disrupt and reestablish. The theories of Christensen 

and Chakravorti apply to active networking as the Internet router market is in equilibrium 

and the leading router vendors are motivated to sustain the equilibrium. 
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In Chapter 6 innovation theory is applied to the active networking situation to 

analyze the chances of the technology being deployed to accelerate Internet innovation. 

The active networking activities ofthe two leading router vendors are first analyzed. The 

results of this study suggest that, consistent with innovation theory predictions, these 

router vendors are pursuing sustaining strategies with only Juniper attempting a weak low 

end disruption with active networking. Next the disruptive innovation theory tests of 

Christensen are applied to the active networking situation to determine the extent to 

which active networking might be deployed in the Internet. In the Innovator's Solution, 

Christensen proposes 13 tests for analyzing an innovation situation. These 13 tests are 

applied to the current Internet service provider value chain and the active networking 

innovation. The conclusion reached is that active networking has little chance of being 

deployed in the current Internet. 

In Chapter 7 a scenario that passes all 13 tests recommended by Christensen is 

developed for deploying active networking. This scenario avoids the barriers to 

deployment of active networking by resolving the diffusion constraints identified in 

Chapter 6. Key recommendations include significant initial leadership by the U.S. 

Government, making backward compatibility with the current Internet a low priority and 

usage of the National LambdaRail network as a scalable research tool. After the proof of 

concept phase, it is recommended that deployment should begin with a quasi-government 

agency such as the National Science Foundation (NSF). The NSF is also recommended to 

transition the active networking Internet to a commercial operation with the modularity of 

active networking a cornerstone of the commercialization. 
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Finally we summarize and conclude that unless the creative suggestions for active 

networking deployment are implemented, the technology has little chance of being 

deployed. In this case, Internet core innovation will continue to lag with increasing ad 

hoc solutions jeopardizing network integrity. The issue of backward compatibility of the 

proposed new Internet with the current Internet is suggested as an area for further 

research. 
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Chapter 2 

Internet Innovation 

We begin with a description of historical Internet innovation leading up to the 

present where various forces are driving increased functionality from the edge to the core 

of the network. Since active networking has an impact on the network elements in the 

core of the Internet, these elements are described in the context of Internet architecture. 

Also presented are the fundamental assumptions upon which active networking is based, 

i.e., the problems causing the slow pace of innovation that active networking is proposed 

to resolve. As evidence of the demand for active networking, a number of non-standard 

applications are being deployed that could be replaced by a standard active networking 

solution. These non-standard implementations are described next. Following this, other 

drivers of the slow pace of Internet innovation are discussed. Finally, the analogy of 

active networking to the PC industry is reviewed. 

Background 

To understand how significant innovation might be introduced into the Internet, it 

is important to make note of the innovative forces that began the Internet. This is because 

the current design of the Internet was driven by these forces and it might take similar 

forces to make significant changes to the design. 

Military research was the driving force behind the creation of the Internet in the 

1960s (Faulhaber, 2000). From the very early research in packet switching, academia, 

industry, and the U.S. government have been intertwined as partners (Coffmann & 

Odlyzko, 2001) The initial version of the Internet, ARPANET, grew in scope, but was 

limited to a closed community of scholars until 1985 when National Science Foundation 
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(NSF) funding was provided to open up United States campuses for Internet access. The 

ARPANET was then renamed the NSFNET. Another major event occurred in 1985 with 

the standardization ofTCPIIP as the official protocol ofthe Internet. 

Four ground rules were established to guide the design of the Internet (Leiner et 

al. , n.d.): 

I. Each distinct network would have to stand on its own and no internal 

changes could be required to any such network to connect it to the Internet. 

2. Communications would be on a best effort basis. If a packet didn't make it 

to the fmal destination, it would shortly be retransmitted from the source. 

3. Black boxes would be used to connect the networks; these would later be 

called gateways and routers. There would be no information retained by the 

gateways about the individual flows of packets passing through them, thereby 

keeping them simple and avoiding complicated adaptation and recovery from 

various failure modes. 

4. There would be no global control at the operations level. 

A key to the rapid growth of the Internet has been free and open access to 

documentation on all aspects of the Internet. This was started in 1969 as the Request for 

Comments (RFC) process, which operated as an open, positive feedback loop on design 

information. This open sharing of information also benefited the vendor community who 

had open access to design requirements. 

In the early 1990s, NSF decided that the Internet should be privatized. It notified 

the midlevel networks of its intent to exit the business, and suggested that the midlevels 

should migrate to a for-profit model. It also began plans to phase out the NFSNet in favor 
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of a private solution to the backbone network. This announcement was met with strong 

resistance from the Internet community, which perceived the publicly funded "gift 

economy" disappearing, a perception that was largely correct. This privatization was 

completed when the NSFNet ceased to exist in 1995 (Faulhaber, 2000). 

The innovation that accelerated commercial use of the Internet was the World 

Wide Web in the mid-1990s. According to one re3earcher, "The Internet, and the World 

Wide Web that it spawned are some of the most impressive creations of our civilization 

and together represent a milestone in social history" (Buchanan, 2002). With the 

commercialization of the Internet, vendors began dominating many of the Internet design 

functions formerly staffed by researchers. For some time this resulted in a fortunate 

blending of interests between researchers and vendors and helped focus efforts. Many 

researches, however, believe that the balance has now shifted to the vendor community 

contributing to a deceleration of innovation. 

In 1994 and 1995 discussions within the Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency (DARPA) research community identified several problems with today's 

networks (Tennehouse et al., 1997). They include the difficulty of integrating new 

technologies and standards into the shared network infrastructure, poor performance due 

to redundant operations at several protocol layers, and difficulty accommodating new 

services in the existing architectural model. The rapid innovation pace at the edges of the 

network is stressing the core of the network to contribute to innovations that the Internet 

was not originally designed to accommodate. An example of such a situation is Internet 

telephony. In this case, the edge of the network requires the core to provide more than a 
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best effort to transmit packets. It is not possible to recover a conversation from lost 

packets by retransmitting from the source. 

Infrastructure vs. Edge 

Active networking technology challenges the end-to-end argument, which states 

that the Internet intelligence resides at the ends of the network and the core of the 

network performs only packet transport functions . The violation of the end-to-end 

principle is cause for concern by many researchers. For example, an article on upgrading 

the Internet observed the following: 

The demise of the end-to-end principles that have served the Internet so well 

would be a tragedy: users might fmd themselves fenced off within 'walled 

gardens' of content, and the emergence of hitherto unimagined new applications 

might be stifled." (Upgrading the Internet, 2001, p. 34) 

Examples of forces that are pushing functionality from the edge into the core of 

the network include (Blumenthal & Clark, 2001). 

Operation in an Untrustworthy World 

The examples in the original end-to-end argument assume that the end-points are 

in willing cooperation to achieve their goals. Today, there is less and less reason to 

believe that we can trust other end-points to behave as desired. The consequences of 

untrustworthy end-points on the Internet include attacks on the network as a whole, 

attacks on individual end-points, undesirable forms of interactions such as spam e-mail, 

and annoyances such as Web pages that vanish due to end-node aberrations. The situation 

is a predictable consequence of dramatic growth in the population of connected people 

and its diversification to include people with a wider range of motivations for using the 
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Internet, leading to uses that some have deemed misuses or abuses. Making the network 

more trustworthy, while the end-points cannot be trusted, seems to imply more 

mechanism in the center of the network to enforce "good" behavior. 

More Demanding Applications 

The simple service model ofthe Internet, called "best-effort delivery," makes no 

guarantee about the throughput that any particular application will achieve at any 

moment. Applications such as file transfer, Web access, or e-mail are tolerant of 

fluctuations in rate-while a user may be frustrated by a slow delivery, the application 

still ''works." Today, a new set of applications is emerging, typified by streaming audio 

and video, that appear to demand a more sophisticated Internet service that can assure 

each data stream a specified throughput, an assurance that the best-effort service cannot 

provide. Different approaches are possible for building such applications, but the one that 

is emerging is installing intermediate storage sites that position 

The streaming content close to the recipient to increases the chance of successful 

delivery. Thus, unlike a. simple end-to-end structure, the design of these new applications 

depends on a two-stage delivery via these intermediate servers. 

/SP Service Differentiation 

The deployment of enhanced delivery services for streaming media and other 

sorts of advanced Internet applications is shaped by the current business models of the 

larger Internet service providers. They (at least at present) seem to view enhanced data 

transport service as something to be provided within the bounds of the ISP as a 

competitive differentiator, sometimes tied to specific applications such as telephone 

service over the Internet, rather than a capability to be supported, end-to-end, across 
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multiple provider networks. If enhanced services are not provided end-to-end, then it is 

not possible to design applications needing these services using an end-point 

implementation. Thus, as discussed above, there is acceleration in the deployment of 

applications based on intermediate servers that can be positioned within each ISP; content 

is delivered to ISP customers within the island of enhanced service. This approach has an 

additional effect that has aroused concern among consumer activists: the differentiation 

of applications generated by parties that can afford to promote and utilize ISP-specific 

intermediate servers from those that depend on potentially lower-performance, end-to

end transport. The concern here, however, is that investment in closed islands of 

enhanced service, combined with investment in content servers within each island, 

decreases the motivation for investment in the alternative of open end-to-end services. 

Once started down one path of investment, the alternative may be harder to achieve. 

The Rise ofThird-Party Involvement 

An increasingly visible issue is the demand by third parties to interpose 

themselves between communicating end-points, irrespective of the desires of the ends. 

Third parties may include officials of organizations (e.g., corporate network or ISP 

administrators implementing organizational policies or other oversight) or officials of 

governments, whose interests may range from taxation to law enforcement and public 

safety. When end-points want to communicate, but some third party demands to interpose 

itself into the path without their agreement, the end-to-end arguments do not provide an 

obvious framework to reason about this situation. We must abandon the end-to-end 

arguments, reject the demand of a third party because it does not "fit" our technical 
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design principles, or fmd another design approach that preserves the power of the end-to

end arguments as much as possible. 

Less Sophisticated Users 

The Internet was designed, and used initially, by technologists. As the base of 

users broadens, the motivation grows to make the network easier to use. By implying that 

substantial software is present at the end-node, the end-to-end arguments are a source of 

complexity to the user, in that software must be installed, configured, upgraded, and 

maintained. It is much more appealing to some to take advantage of software that is 

installed on a server somewhere else on the network. The importance of ease-of-use will 

only grow with the changing nature of consumer computing. The computing world today 

includes more than PCs. It has embedded processors, portable user-interface devices such 

as computing appliances or personal digital assistants (PDAs, e. g., Palm devices), Web

enabled televisions and advanced set-top boxes, new kinds of cell-phones, and so on. If 

the consumer is required to set up and configure separately each networked device he 

owns, what is the chance that at least one of them will be configured incorrectly? That 

risk would be lower in delegating configuration, protection, and control to a common 

point, which can act as an agent for a pool of devices. This common point would become 

a part of the application execution context. With this approach, there would no longer be 

a single indivisible end-point where the application runs. 

Internet Architecture 

The high-level Internet architecture is generally comprised ofPCs at the user 

interface and servers at the service provider interface connected to the Internet backbone 

through edge routers. Edge routers are connected to more powerful core routers that 
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aggregate packets from a large number of edge routers. Core routers increase in scale as 

they are located closer to the core of the network as more traffic has to be aggregated. 

The circuits connecting the routers increase in capacity connecting routers closer to the 

core. This is depicted in Figure 1 (Yanovsky, 2002). 

Trunk ~ Ports , 
Interconnect / 

Ports 

~. 
Trunk ~ Ports , 

Figure 1. IP backbone topology. 

The point where innovation has flourished is at the edges of the Internet. That is, 

servers and PCs combine to offer innovative services. A characteristic that these servers 

and PCs share is that they have open architectures, i.e., their hardware is decoupled from 

their software. The routers comprising the edge and core of the Internet, on the other 

hand, have an architecture that is monolithic in that the hardware and software are 

provided by the same vendor. 
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Active Networking Research Assumptions 

It is estimated that after a concept is prototyped large scale deployment in the 

Internet currently takes about eight years (Tennenhouse & Wetherall, 2002). The current 

Internet while in its infancy was used as an active development platform, its rapid 

expansion and advent of commercial interest in the early nineties has stabilized the core 

platform. Its effects can be clearly seen in protocol development efforts - in the eighties, 

the turn around time was in the order of months, whereas currently standardization and 

deployment of new protocols takes years (Blyth, 2003). 

One cause of the delay is believed to be the deployment process, which includes 

standardization, incorporation into vendor hardware platforms, user procurement and 

installation. Others point to the standardization process itself, which has become much 

more complex as the Internet has evolved from a research tool where consensus on 

standards was reached rapidly to an essential commercial infrastructure where vendors 

dominate the process (Hjalmtysson et al., 2003). As a result, current Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF) protocol engineering is in a conceptual and technical muddle that will 

continue to lead to increasingly complex and costly engineering as well as loss of 

functionality (Braden et al., 2000). The cause of the IETF's muddle is not that its 

members do not believe in the architecture abstraction. Basic Internet architecture 

concepts like the end-to-end argument, connectionless protocols, and universal 

connectivity are often cited in IETF discussions. IETF members accept and support the 

idea of architecture. Indeed, there are IETF efforts to defme complete sub-architectures -

the "security architecture," the "routing architecture," the "addressing architecture," etc. 

The problem with these well-intentioned and often high-quality efforts is that they are 
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piecemeal. The union of these sub-architectures does not form an Internet architecture, 

which is greater than the union of its parts. A decomposition may be useful, but it is 

insufficient; the requirements and principles need to be combined into a coherent whole. 

Finally, the IETF is unsuited by membership, organization, or mission to attempt a major 

overhaul of the overall architecture. 

As mentioned earlier, a unique aspect ofiETF is the Request for Comments 

process. While this process contributed to the rapid pace of innovation in the early days 

of the Internet, the scope of the RFCs have reached the point where they are becoming 

part of the problem with the slow pace of Internet evolution. As of March 12, 2004 there 

were 3,729 RFCs, which some researchers believe is contributing to the problem as it is 

becoming more difficult to keep track of all of the interdependencies among them (Bush 

& Kulkarni, 2001 ). 

Another view is that commercialization has made it very difficult for research to 

be conducted on the Internet (Blyth, 2003). A similar view is that the commercial success 

of the Internet is responsible for the threat of ossification, or inability to change (National 

Research Council, 2001 ). Examples of this include: 

Intellectual ossification-The pressure for compatibility with the current Internet 

risks stifling innovative intellectual thinking. For example, the frequently imposed 

requirement that new protocols not compete unfairly with TCP-based traffic constrains 

the development of alternatives for cooperative resource sharing. 

Infrastructure ossification-The ability of researchers to affect what is deployed 

in the core infrastructure (which is operated mainly by businesses) is extremely limited. 
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For example, pervasive network-layer multicast remains unrealized, despite considerable 

research and efforts to transfer that research to products. 

System ossification-Limitations in the current architecture have led to shoe-hom 

solutions that increase the fragility of the system. For example, network address 

translation violates architectural assumptions about the semantics of addresses. The 

problem is exacerbated because a research result is often judged by how hard it will be to 

deploy in the Internet, and the Internet service providers sometimes favor more easily 

deployed approaches that may not be desirable solutions for the long run. 

Contributing to the problem of researchers having limited ability to implement 

changes is the problem of measurement. That is, researchers also have problems 

measuring and gathering metrics on current Internet performance to apply to models and 

prototypes oflntemet innovations. Barriers to effective measurements include a) scale, b) 

architecture, c) commercial concerns, and d) privacy. 

Lead Users 

A concern among researchers is that the need for innovation in the core of the 

Internet to support the needs of applications at the edge is driving the introduction of non

standard solutions into the core. Table 1 describes several examples of such solutions. 
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Table 1 

Non-Standard Solutions 

Category 

Firewalls 

Web Proxies 

Nomadic 

Routers 

Transport 

Gateways 

Application 

Services 

Network 

Address 

Translators 

Description 

Firewalls are network elements that implement security policies to protect 
against intrusion by untrusted sources. To perform their function, firewalls do 
packet inspection and accept or reject packets based on the parameters supplied 
by the entity responsible for the security policies. Since active nodes are 
requirt>d to perform packet inspection and contain application-specific code, 
the frrewall code can coexist with other application code at the active 
application level 

Web proxies are network elements that perform the functions of caching and 
servicing of Web pages specified by the entity responsible for the web proxy 
function. Active nodes can be programmed to recognize and service pages 
being routed to destinations under the control of specific applications. 

Nomadic routers are network elements that intelligently interface endpoints to 
the network. That is, they adapt to specific local conditions such that an 
endpoint's service is optimized based on rules supplied by the endpoint. For 
example, a telephony endpoint might signal a nomadic router that it is capable 
of executing compression algorithms, which the router might invoke in the 
event of network congestion. 

Transport gateways link networks together that have significantly different 
characteristics. For example, a PSTN gateway interfaces a telephony
transporting packet network to the Public Switched Telephone Network 
(PSTN). The gateway, under rules specified by its owner, is required to transfer 
packetized signaling and bearer information into corresponding PSTN 
information and vice-versa. Since deep packet inspection is needed for this 
function, an active node equipped with the appropriate hardware could perform 
this function. 

Application services are specific networking services that are facilitated by a 
network element. For example, the Communications Assistance for Law 
Enforcement Act of 1994 (CALEA) mandates surveillance ofvoice 
communications is an application service that can be performed along with 
other applications in an active node. Another example is conferencing where 
voice packets from several conversations are mixed based on the rules 
specified by the entity that owns the network element providing the 
conferencing services. 

Network Address Translation (NAn conserves IP addresses by putting a 
computer between, say, a company network and the Internet, and relabelling 
passing packets to enable a large number of machines on the company network 
to share a smaller number of 1Pv4 addresses. 

The disadvantages of such solutions are that there are not standard methods of 

implementing them and they violate the end-to-end principle that is the basis for the 
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Internet design. This potentially increases costs in the long term, results in sub-optimal 

designs and further threatens Internet innovation. 

Some believe that the end-to-end model is breaking down. For example, the 

shortage of IP addresses is widely dealt with via an inelegant fudge called network 

address translation (NAT) even though there is a standard solution named 1Pv6 available. 

NAT is in violation of the end-to-end principle, since the network is no longer dumbly 

passing packets from one end to another but is meddling with their innards, and it causes 

software that relies on particular machines having a fixed IP address to stop working. Ray 

Ozzie of Groove Networks, the man behind Lotus Notes, recently described the Internet 

as "fundamentally broken" because ofNAT and firewalls, which also violate end-to-end 

by blocking certain types of traffic on the grounds of security (Upgrading the Internet, 

2001). 

The lack of adoption of 1Pv6 is not really surprising. There is little incentive for 

anyone to switch to it. The use ofNA T boxes offers a quick fix for the shortage of 

addresses. And while 1Pv6 offers a more elegant solution, if nobody else is using it, why 

bother to upgrade? The answer, of course, is that otherwise the Internet will suffer in the 

long term. 

Active network researchers also point to these lead users as examples of the 

demand for increased intelligence and innovation in the core of the network. Figure 2 

depicts a technology adoption curve that could apply to the Internet lead user situation 

(Day, 2000). 
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Figure 2. Technology adoption curve. 

In this diagram the lead users fall into the innovator category. They are the group 

who have needs in advance of the rest of the market and are a good leading indicator of 

future trends. That is, they are implementing applications that require functionality that 

the end-to-end Internet model is not providing. Instead of waiting for innovation in the 

core of the network to provide solutions to their needs, they are implementing ad hoc 

workarounds. In the adoption curve, the early and late majority is one standard deviation 

from the mean, while early adopters and laggards are at least two standard deviations 

away. 

Other Causes of Slow Pace of Internet Innovation 

In addition to evolving functional needs highlighting the slow pace of Internet 

innovation, there are the natural forces of the status quo equilibrium working against 

change. In the case of Internet innovation this could be significant. For example, there are 

direct and virtual network effect forces working against change in the Internet (Gandal, 

2002). Direct network effects include the complexity of reaching consensus for long term 

changes in the physical network. That is, reaching agreement on a standard. Virtual 

network effects, on the other hand, include the forces associated with deployment and 

adoption of the change. Because of the connectedness and mission critical nature of the 
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Internet, the direct and virtual network effects forces working against change are 

significant. 

Computer Industry Innovation Analogy 

The computer industry is highlighted by active networking researchers as an 

example of how decoupling hardware and software was successful in accelerating 

innovation in that industry and that the same decoupling of router hardware and software 

will accelerate Internet innovation. That is, the computer industry evolved from a 

mainframe mindset where hardware and software were bundled together to an approach 

where hardware and software innovation are decoupled (Tennenhouse & Wetherall, 

1996). Prior to the 1980s, virtually all computer companies bundled hardware and 

software. An IBM customer had to buy IBM proprietary software, because no other 

commercially available software ran on IBM machines. This was the era of "closed" 

computer architecture. In contrast, the PC ushered in the era of "open" architecture, in 

which hardware vendors encouraged provision of software by as many as possible. The 

result was a proliferating of both hardware and software, with thousands of companies, 

many no more than a single person, pumping out tens of thousands of software titles. 

Many have credited this open architecture with the extraordinary growth and richness of 

the computer industry of the 1980s and 1990s compared to the relatively stately pace of 

innovation in the closed architecture era (Faulhaber, 2000). Having many companies 

focus on the design of a given module with standard, open interfaces fostered numerous, 

parallel experiments boosting the rate of innovation in the PC industry (Gandal, 2002). 

The decoupling of hardware and software, credited as a driver of the tremendous 

pace of innovation in the computer industry, is claimed to be able to do the same thing for 
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Internet innovation by decoupling router software and hardware. For example, a market 

for "shrinkwrapped" network software will facilitate innovation by: a) allowing third 

parties to develop innovative software without customizing their products to a specific 

platform, b) removing the software barrier to entry that discourages new players from 

fielding innovative hardware, and c) addressing the "chicken and egg" problem 

associated with new services - vendors are hesitant to support services before they gain 

user acceptance, yet the utility of many network services is dependent on their 

widespread availability (Mota, 2003). 

The ISPs implement the core of the network and any enhancements or restrictions 

that the ISPs implement are likely to appear as new mechanisms in the core of the 

network (Blumenthal & Clark, 2001). 
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Chapter 3 

Internet Infrastructure Value Chain 

A critical factor in the diffusion of innovation in the Internet is the enterprises that 

make-up the Internet. This chapter starts by examining the motivation of the Internet 

service providers to innovate. Next, the structure of the Internet service provider market 

is described along with an analysis of the major components of the Internet service 

provider value chain. Particular emphasis is placed on Internet infrastructure equipment 

and supply as this is where active networking will have a large impact. 

Internet Services Driving Demand for Innovation 

Whereas the design of the Internet was driven by the needs of researchers; the 

Internet is now used to satisfy the needs of commercial enterprises. There are a number of 

such enterprises in the Internet value chain, who are motivated to satisfy customers and 

shareholders. This means that they generally have an investment strategy that favors 

those investments that provide the greatest return on investment (ROI) in the shortest 

time frame with the least risk. A number of sources are of the opinion that service 

providers in the Internet value chain need to be offering additional services to their 

customers in addition to access. A recent research report claims that, "In today's climate, 

carriers need to provide more then just access-they need to provide additional services, 

while maintaining operational cost efficiencies" (Mota, 2003). 

The Internet infrastructure has been tremendously evolving to transport increasing 

network traffic arising from fast introduction of various commercial applications. The 

Internet is ubiquitous, however, fragmented in structure into large heterogeneous network 

domains controlled by Internet Service Providers (ISPs ). The providers have to rely on a 
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complex collection of operational management methodologies and techniques in order to 

operate their networks. In this increasingly competitive environment, it is important for 

service providers to easily control their networks. It is also important for them to allow 

customization of network services to differentiate their offerings by rapidly introducing 

intelligent network services on demand such as QoS (Quality of Service) to their clients. 

In brief, they are in need of a comprehensive programmable networking framework 

through which they manage their networks intelligently to satisfy the clients' needs 

(Lavian, 2002). 

Examples of additional services that providers are being requested to provide to 

differentiate their offerings are depicted in Figure 3 (Einio, 2002). The pressure to deploy 

these services at reasonable costs, in addition to offering Internet access, is motivating 

members of the Internet services value chain to demand additional functionality in the 

core of the Internet. 
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Virus scanning 

VoiP services 

Managed firewall services 

Online backup and recovery 

Telecommuting support services 

Guaranteed QoS 

VPN 

Video streaming and storage services 

Instant messaging and audio streaming 

Hosted applications 
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Figure 3. Additional services demand. 
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To understand innovation in the Internet and the conditions for accelerating 

innovation, it is necessary to understand the Internet infrastructure value chain. Internet 

services are provided by commercial entities that need to return profits to their owners; 

therefore, these service providers must justify investment in active network technology 

by increased revenues or lower costs. 

To understand the potential impact of active networks on service providers, it is 

helpful to analyze the value chain of Internet service providers in Figure 4 (Chanelminds, 

2003). 
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Figure 4. The interactive information networks industry value chain. 

The diagram depicts the functions that contribute to providing Internet services. 

These functions are generally provided by different enterprises; however, their physical 

and virtual interconnectedness creates a network that must be considered when Internet 

changes are planned. Following is a description of each ofthe major functions in the 

diagram. 

Content and Communication Origination 

Content can be published or consist of communications. Published content is pre-

existing while communications content is created during the interaction via the 

information network. An important aspect in th~ content is its ability to be virtualized, 

and thus be able to take advantage of the information network. Examples of content are 

video games, music, literature, Internet pages and telephone conversations. 

Content and Service Management 

The content has to be matched according to the end customer preferences and 

presented in a way that it can be transferred over the network. These tasks belong to the 

content and service management parts of the value chain. The content and service 
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management part is important because a lot of customer information is recorded in it, 

including customer preferences and patterns of consumption. 

Content Packaging 

Content can take many different forms. Content packaging is the task of bringing 

content in the form in which it will be delivered to the end customers. The delivery 

channels' properties, including network and user terminal equipment performance, have 

to be taken into account. 

Information Inter Mediation 

The content ts further shaped after taking into account the technical restrictions 

posed by the distribution channel. Information intermediates act as the middlemen in the 

network. They have virtual links to the end customer and to the content. They gather 

information about the end customer preferences and customize the contents according to 

demand. 

Service Access 

The service access is the task of enabling the flow of information between the end 

customer and the content provider. The service access is a technical network task of 

conveying the contents to the end customer by using the physical network. Service access 

is the basic product of Internet Service Providers. 

End Customer Access 

The end customer access is the part of the network that provides the network 

access to the end customer. This last mile connection can be provided by a local 

telephone company, cable television company or mobile operator. 
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Transmission 

Transmission segment delivers content through service managemettt segment to 

the end customer' s access network. The organizations in the transmission segment own 

the transmission infrastructure and switches or lease this capacity from the owners. 

Infrastructure owners are usually telecommunications operators who own physical 

networks. Information network is built on top of these existing physical networks. 

End Customer Interface 

The end customer interface is the terminal equipment that the end customer uses 

to consume content. Terminal equipment might be a personal computer or mobile phone 

that has e-mail and Internet browsing capabilities. The software in terminal equipment, 

such as a browser is also important from the usability a mobility point of views. 

Infrastructure Equipment and Supply 

Infrastructure equipment and supply part consists of all of the computer and 

communications network equipment and software that is used throughout the value chain. 

The players in this part are the computer and network equipment manufacturers. 

The value chain illustrates another aspect of complexity in making changes to the 

Internet core to improve innovation. That is, there is a high degree of collaboration and 

cooperation required from members of the value chain to affect changes. For purposes of 

this analysis the single most important contributor to innovation in the core of the Internet 

are the infrastructure equipment vendors and in particular, the router equipment 

manufacturers. It is also useful to understand analyze the structure of this market to get a 

feel for the extent to which vendors are motivated to lead the deployment of significant 
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change in the core of the Internet. At the end ofthe third quarter 2003, the worldwide 

service provider router market was divided as follows (Chanelminds, 2003): 

Table 2 

Worldwide Router Market Shares 

Router Vendor 3Q03 Market Share(%) 

Cisco 55.2 

Juniper 26.4 

Nortel 5.3 

Red back 4.0 

Others 9.1 

The implication of the information in Table 2 is that market share is concentrated 

in two competitors, with one of the competitors having a dominant position over the other 

competitor. This could indicate that there is a significant market equilibrium and will 

require significant force to break the status quo. 
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Chapter4 

Active Networking Description 

First the motivations for active networking are described followed by the vision 

for active networking by its largest advocate, DARPA. Building on the definitions and 

DARPA's vision, a description of an active networking node architecture is provided. 

This architecture is then used to describe a passive and active network. Since active 

networking violates the fundamental principles upon which the Internet was designed, a 

number of outstanding issues are presented. Finally, to describe the deployment state of 

active networking, a research testbed called the ABone is described along with an 

indication of the state of research as evidenced by the number of active nodes operating 

in the ABone. 

Background 

The concept of active networking emerged from discussions within the broad 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) research community in 1994 and 

1995 on the future directions of networking systems. Several problems with today' s 

networks were identified: the difficulty of integrating new technologies and standards 

into the shared network infrastructure, poor performance due to redundant operations at 

several protocol layers, and difficulty accommodating new services in the existing 

architectural model (Tennenhouse et al., 1997). DARPA is continuing to drive research 

into active networks by funding research at organizations that were crucial in originally 

creating the Internet-- University of Utah, MIT, University of Arizona, and BBN Planet 

(Leon, 1997). Other research organizations have also been funded for active networks 
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research to fulfill DARPA's mission of deploying networks that "turn on a dime" 

DARPA, n.d.). While DARPA's application of active networks is for defense use, the 

concepts are applicable to the current Internet. 

DARPA 

The DARPA Active Networks program (DARPA, n.d.) has the goal of producing 

a new networking platform, flexible and extensible at runtime to accommodate the rapid 

evolution and deployment of networking technologies and also to provide the 

increasingly sophisticated services demanded by defense applications. 

The Active Nets architecture is based on a highly dynamic runtime environment 

that supports a finely tuned degree of control over network services. The packet itself is 

the basis for describing, provisioning, or tailoring resources to achieve the delivery and 

management requirements. A possible architecture utilizes a "Smart Packet" for the basic 

message unit on the active network; such a packet is an agent with the goal of delivering 

itself to its destination. The goal is expressed through a portion of the packet that 

describes its "method"-a set of instructions that can be interpreted consistently by the 

active network nodes. The entire ensemble will be engineered to allow security, 

reliability, availability and quality of service to be tuned at multiple levels of granularity 

and under a wide range of conditions. 

The evolution of defense networks by the injection of newly designed services is 

needed in order to deploy new strategies or to tailor the infrastructure to immediate 

needs. The active network architecture supports this malleability as a first-class design 

goal, one that will reduce the time and cost of deploying new services. An additional 

dimension to network evolution will be the ability to support a multiplicity of network 
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behaviors to be supported through the "virtualization" of the underlying infrastructure. 

Other crucial research topics include routing, resource allocation and network 

management services built with active network concepts. 

There are crucial application areas that can benefit from the flexibility of the 

active network architecture, and breakthrough approaches will be sought. Areas of likely 

specialization include flexible, efficient, and secure protocols for: group communication 

strategies, scalable network management, quality of service management techniques, and 

radically more efficient routing protocols. 

Router Architecture 

The element in the core of the Internet that is targeted for active networking 

treatmentis the router. Figure 5 diagrams the architecture of an active networking router. 

The shaded functions differentiate an active node from a legacy passive router (Wu, 

1999). The Node Operating System determines if the packet is a passive or active packet. 

If passive, the packet is routed without any processing; however, if the packet is active it 

is passed to an execution environment that functions as middleware, isolating the active 

applications from variations in node operating systems. Active applications reside at the 

higher software level and interface to the execution environment for resource utilization. 
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Figure 5. Active network router architecture. 
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A diagram of a passive network is depicted in Figure 6 as an example (Choi, 

Turner, & Wolf, 2001). The nodes (routers) in the diagram are represented by circles and 

the communications links by arrows. The numbers associated with the links represent a 

weight that is used in routing algorithms. The node with an "s" is source node and the one 

with a "d" is the destination. The source and destination nodes can be considered to be at 

the edge of the network and the intermediate nodes in the core of the network. 
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Figure 6. Passive network diagram. 

Since this network architecture evolved from the ARPANET to the Internet, it has 

the following characteristics (Hall & Bhushan, 1999): 

1. It is provisioned for a restricted set of homogeneous network services 

provided to all users in the same way. 

2. Nodes are closed, vertically integrated systems with embedded proprietary 

software that is not easily changed. 

3. Data passing through the network is passive and is transferred with 

minimal processing 

4. All services have to adapt to the network interface, which cannot be 

extended, replaced or modified. 

The passive network described above has been enhanced with active nodes to 

form an active network and is depicted in Figure 7 (Choi, Turner, & Wolf, 2001). In this 

example the four nodes with values in the network were upgraded with active technology. 
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Figure 7. Active network diagram. 

In the case where the source and destination nodes do not require active 

networking treatment, the IP options field of their packets will not be set for active 

networking and routing might follow a conventional shortest path. If the source and 

destination do require active networking treatment, their packets must be formatted 

appropriately and routed through the appropriate active nodes for processing. 

Compared to passive networking, active networking has the following 

characteristics (Hall & Bhushan, 1999): 

1. The network can be regarded as one distributed system replacing 

hardwired functions with flexibility. 

2. The active network nodes can perform computations on the messages 

transferred to them. 

3. An active network node has a middleware layer to support the open 

programming environment. 
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Other Network Impacts 

Although there has been significant research on active networks in the last ten 

years and particularly since DARPA initiated funding for active network research in the 

1994 - 1995 timeframe, there are still a number of significant issues requiring consensus 

solutions. These include: 

Performance - A concern of active networking technology is the performance and 

scalability of network elements that implement active networking technology. Current 

passive networking technology is based on ASICS that are optimized for the ingress and 

egress of packets, with decision-making limited to routing decisions. This allows for a 

highly scaleable platform for the routing application. The introduction of active 

networking technology decouples control from the underlying hardware and introduces 

middleware to isolate active applications from the details of the platform. 

Security - In a general sense, passive network elements can be considered to 

present closed interfaces to users of the network and have, therefore, evolved to be rather 

secure. Active networks, on the other hand, open up network element interfaces to users 

so programs can be inserted. This flexibility also opens up security risks. 

Safety - Safety issues include protecting the performance of the network from 

malfunctioning programs. These could be programs that contain bugs or programs that 

are resource greedy, where the resources include storage as well as bandwidth 

consumption. 

Integration with Passive Components - A reality facing the introduction of active 

networking technology is that it will have to coexist and interoperate efficiently and 

effectively with existing passive networking technology. The active nodes must be 
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capable of recognizing a passive packet and routing that packet using existing passive 

networking techniques. 

Heterogeneous Network Elements -An issue that must be considered is one of 

trying to achieve a degree of standardization across network elements that might be quite 

dissimilar. Active network research has partitioned routers into the three architectural 

levels in an attempt to deal with the issue of heterogeneous network elements. 

Service Introduction - After the above infrastructure issues are satisfactorily 

resolved, the issue of service introduction must be resolved. Rapid introduction of 

innovative services realizes the promise of active networking technology. To make this 

happen, the network must be opened up to developers at a minimum level of complexity. 

The two main approaches to introduce code in active network elements described earlier 

in this paper are active nodes and active packets. The active node approach loads code 

into routers through direct interfaces designed for this purpose. Active packets, on the 

other hand, deliver code into active nodes from packets. In both cases, the code operates 

on active payload packets. 

The active node approach is generally considered more feasible method in the 

near term; however, the active packet method of loading code into nodes is generally 

considered to be the method that comes closest to realizing DARPA's goal of deploying 

networks that "turn on a dime." 
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ABone 

The Active Networks Backbone or ABone is a DARPA-funded testbed to support 

the active networks research program. The ABone forms a virtual network infrastructure 

on which a growing set of active network (AN) components can be tested and 

experimentally deployed (Berson, Braden, & Ricciulli, 2002). 

The ABone provides an environment for testing a variety of node OSs, EEs, and 

AAs produced by different research groups. More specifically, the ABone is designed to 

meet the following objectives. 

Sharable Resource - The ABone should allow multiple AA and EE developers to 

concurrently test their code. In any network testbed, there is a tension between network 

stability for application-layer experiments and the network disruption required for 

experiments on lower-layer (transport and network) protocols. Active networking 

commonly provides programmability at the "application" level, so it should be possible 

to simultaneously carry out different network experiments in the ABone without 

disrupting the basic node OS. However, some AN experiments will require exclusive use 

of subsets of the ABone nodes. Exclusive access may be required for performance 

measurements or for experiments that involve pushing code down into the kernel, for 

example. 

High Availability- AA developers should be able to run their code in any 

supported EE at any time, with little or no pre-arrangement. 

Existing Infrastructure - The ABone is assembled from existing links and nodes. 

Some of these links and nodes come from the DARPA physical testbed CAIRN. The rest 
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of the nodes are provided by active network research sites, and the corresponding non

CAIRN links are realized with Internet overlays. 

Multiple Node OSs - The ABone must support a variety of underlying node 

operating systems, both general-purpose node OSs and node OSs that are built specially 

for active networks. The use of diverse operating system platforms in the ABone is an 

opportunity as well as a necessity. It will exercise the portability of code across diverse 

platforms, which is a technical requirement for the success of active networking. 

In the general-purpose node OS category, the ABone plans to support three 

widely used implementations ofUNIX: FreeBSD, Linux, and Solaris. Each of these is 

important to a segment of the ABone user community. Linux is popular for computer 

science research. FreeBSD is used in CAIRN, and its networking code belongs to the 

important BSD family. So\aris is a widely deployed commercial operating system that is 

Posix-compliant. These UNIX systems will provide the network VO, CPU scheduling, 

virtual memory, and protection mechanisms we need for security and resource allocation 

among EEs. As special-purpose active networking node OS platforms become available, 

they will be included within the ABone. 

Large Scale - Assuming that it can be effectively built and managed, a large 

testbed has significant advantages over a small one. A large testbed can support and 

involve a larger group of researchers. Also, a large testbed allows us to begin the 

exploration of the vital issue of scale, which has not been addressed so far by most AN 

research. The ABone is designed to be scalable to 0(100-1000) nodes. This objective 

means that administrative arrangements for configuring and managing the ABone must 

be similarly scalable. For example, it is not acceptable to require a separate user account 
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on each ABone node for every AA developer. Similarly, it is not desirable to require the 

node administrator on every ABone node to make a local configuration change whenever 

a new EE appears, even though the number of EEs is expected to be much smaller than 

the number of AAs. 

Adequate Node Security- ABone nodes that are contributed by research sites will 

be owned and administered by local node administrators. These administrators must have 

adequate assurance that ABone activities cannot threaten their sites' security or the 

security of other sites at that organization. Suppose that unknown EE developers were 

able to download EEs composed of arbitrary native code into an ABone node. This would 

represent an intolerable exposure, even though most EEs execute in user mode. The 

ABone must support remote management of EEs with sufficient safeguards to preserve 

reasonable site security. 

Coordination - Creating a coherent and stable testbed from nodes in many 

organizations for a highly distributed set of software developers will require some central 

coordination. This will be provided by a small organization called the ABone 

Coordination Center or ABOCC. The ABOCC is a DARPA-funded activity at USC 

Information Sciences Institute and SRI.Intemational. 

ABone Node Status 

As of April 10, 2004 the ABOCC had knowledge of 185 nodes registered on the 

ABone. These nodes have installed Anetd software. Anetd is an acronym for Active 

Networks Daemon, which is a generic "service deployer" that can be used to manage 

both legacy networking software and more experimental software derived from active 
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networking research. It can run standalone or as an ABone node, in either case without 

special privileges. 

For active networks, Anetd has both a system management function and a Unix

based node OS function. Its system management function allows an EE developer to 

securely install and test an EE on a remote node, without having a login account on that 

node. Anetd forks EEs as UNIX sub-processes. There may be multiple Anetd processes 

executing under different Unix accounts, to isolate their EEs. 

Anetd's node OS function is to listen on the well-known ANEP UDP port(s), 

demultiplex incoming active packets on ANEP Type Id, and pass the packets to the 

appropriate EE. 

· The ABOCC tools have the ability to check the status of Abone hosts. Table 3 

lists the status of individual nodes asof AprillO, 2004. 

Table 3 

ABone Node Status as of Apri/10, 2004 

None Ping Anetd 

Full Response 12 

Partial Response 

Not Responding 85 

Unreachable 86 

Totals 86 85 12 

A full response occurs when the Anetd software installed in the Node OS 

responds to an Anetd query. In Figure 5, this means that the query was recognized by the 
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Node OS and an Active message and was passed to the Anetd for processing. This 

simulates Active Node processing. Partial response indicates that at least one Anetd 

account on the node is responding to the query and that at least one account on the same 

node is not responding. 

Not responding means that the Anetd node responded to a PING; however, the 

Anetd software could not be reached. This condition simulates an active node filtering 

passive packets and not passing them to the Anetd software for processing. It also means 

that the Anetd process is not responding in the node. Unreachable means that the entire 

node is not responding to a Ping command and is not connected to the Internet or is no 

longer recognizing the original IP address. 

The number of active nodes in full response states is most likely an indication of 

on-going experimentation with Active Networks technology on the Abone testbed; 

whereas, the nodes that are not responding or are unreachable are probably in a state of 

non-experimentation. 
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Chapter 5 

Innovation Theory Description 

We begin with an overview of innovation theory, which is also referred to as 

disruption theory. Next, the principle sources of innovation theory are examined. These 

sources consist of the work of Clayton Christensen and Bhaskar Chakravorti. Finally the 

theories of the two researchers are compared and contrasted. Both Christensen and 

Chakravorti believe mature markets achieve an equilibrium that is very difficult for 

innovations to disrupt. The former researcher focuses on individual companies; whereas 

the latter emphasizes markets. 

Disruption Theory 

The basis for the commercial interest is active networking is that it will accelerate 

innovation in the Internet. Active network researchers point to the relatively high level of 

innovation in the computer industry as an example to be followed by the Internet 

(Tennenhouse & Wetherall, 2002). That is, open up router architectures like computer 

architectures and innovation will accelerate. Researchers in innovation theory also point 

to the computer industry as an example of innovation theory at work (Faulhaber, 2000). 

Since the computer industry innovation example is an intersection between the 

domains of active networking and innovation theory, this section will review the most 

significant contemporary innovation theories as a basis for evaluating active networking 

in the next section. The innovation theory currently receiving the most attention is 

disruption theory by Clayton Christensen as described in his two books, The Innovator 's 

Dilemma (Christensen, 2000) and The Innovator 's Solution (Christensen & Raynor, 
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2003). Another theory of innovation receiving considerable attention relates to network 

effects, i.e., the rate of innovation diffusion in a market is negatively correlated to the 

degree of connectedness of the participants in that market (Chakravorti, 2003). Network 

effect theory proposes that an innovation must fmd a way to penetrate an interconnected 

market and disrupt entrenched equilibrium behavior. The difference between the two 

approaches to viewing innovation is one of perspective. Disruption theory views network 

effects indirectly; whereas network effect theory addresses connectedness directly. 

The Innovator's Dilemma 

In The Innovator 's Dilemma, Christensen (2000) reports on his findings from 

researching innovation in the disk drive industry. He then extrapolates his fmdings onto 

other high technology markets such as computers and low technology markets such as 

earth moving equipment. The theory he developed is that incumbent vendors who are 

successful in winning large market shares with their offerings have difficulty in 

pioneering the next wave of significant innovation in that market. The overall reason for 

this is that the inertia of success with the offerings causes the companies to focus on 

sustaining these products instead of replacing them with the next wave of innovative 

products. Christensen differentiates these sustaining innovations from disruptive 

innovations that threaten incumbent vendors. 

The focus on sustaining innovations has a predictable outcome according to 

Christensen. That is, the incumbent keeps improving his products to the point where their 

performance overshoots their customers' needs. This opens to door to new competitors 

who eventually satisfy the customers' needs with innovative products that are lower in 
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price yet satisfy the basic customer requirements. This concept is illustrated in the 

following graphic from The Innovator 's Dilemma: 

Performance 
demanded atthe high 

end of the mari<:et 

---- ,--~-----

Figure 8. Disruption chart. 
Time 

--~-------·-----+ 

\ Performance 
demanded at the I em 

end of the mari<:et 

In this chart the two dashed lines represent the boundaries of performance demand 

in the market for a particular product or service. The upper dashed line represents 

performance demanded by customers in the high end of the market and the lower dashed 

line depicts the performance demanded by customers at the low end of the market. The 

two solid lines in the chart show the performance available from the supply side of the 

market for the same product or service. The upper solid line represents the performance 

of the offerings from the incumbent vendors while the lower solid line shows the 

performance from the products and services of new disruptive products. This chart is 

further explained by the information in the following Figure 9 (Christensen et al., 2000). 
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The dynamic shown in Figure 8 is that product vendors increase performance at 

faster rates than those rates of performance increase demanded by customers. This results 

in incumbent products including higher performance and higher prices than customers 

can absorb. This situation leads to a vulnerable position for incumbent vendors as 

disruptive innovations continue to improve their performance such that the performance 

eventually meets the basic needs of the high end customers at lower prices. At this point, 

incumbent vendors are vulnerable to displacement in their traditional markets unless they 

have comparable disruptive products ready to launch. 
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The reasons that incumbent vendors are motivated to pursue sustaining rather than 

disruptive solutions include: 

1. Consumers of products and services rarely provide guidance for disruptive 

innovations. Those companies, therefore, who are successful and whose product 

decisions are driven by customers focus their resources where customers want 

them focused - on improving current products. 

2. Internal cultures of incumbent vendors favor sustaining over disruptive 

technologies. This is because the people in the company have shaped behaviors 

around the successful products and make resource allocation decisions favoring 

the current products. 

3. Products must be matched to markets and mainstream customers of 

incumbent vendors usually are not the early adopters of disruptive technologies. 

This means that even if an incumbent vendor develops a disruptive technology, 

his current customers would not demand the product. 

4. Value systems of incumbent vendors also prioritize sustaining over 

disruptive technologies. This is because the company has usually been scaled and 

organized around current products. Disruptive products tend to initially have 

lower profit margins and lower volumes than existing products. 

5. The process for developing a successful disruptive technology is often 

marked by interim failures. That is, there is little information available on markets 

for disruptive technologies that fit in the information systems of incumbent 

vendors. The development process. therefore, is often a trial and error situation 

that incumbent vendors have become averse to risking. 
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6. The technology strategy associated with sustaining versus disruptive 

technologies is different making it difficult for incumbent companies pursuing a 

sustaining technology to simultaneously adopt a different strategy. Sustaining 

technologies usually require a follower approach; whereas, disruptive 

technologies require a first-mover or leadership strategy. 

7. Finally, although incumbent vendors pursuing sustaining strategies have 

the tangible resources to do what entrant vendors do with disruptive technologies, 

they lack the incentives to pursue these technologies. This means that these 

technologies don't cross the investment threshold of incumbent vendors during 

the early stages of development. 

All ofthese reasons are listed by Christensen's disruption theory as reasons why 

established, successful vendors are not motivated to pursue disruptive technologies. 

The Innovator's Solution 

In The Innovator's Solution, Christensen and Raynor (2003) extend disruption 

theory to show how to become part of the solution instead of the problem, i.e., how to 

recognize and react to the circumstances regarding disruptive technologies. To better 

explain these concepts, Christensen has extended the Disruption Chart shown in Figure 8. 

The Extended Disruption Chart in Figure 10 adds a new dimension to indicate a new 

approach to introducing disruptive technologies. 
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Figure 10. Extended disruption chart. 
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In this chart the sustaining and low end supply and demand curves are the same as 

Figure 8; however; the new dimension shows a new set of consumers being targeted. This 

new set of consumers is enabled by the new attributes of the disruptive product. 

The key points of the solution to the innovator's dilemma listed in The 

Innovator's Solution include: 

1. Never target customers and markets that look attractive to established 

competitors. This is because these competitors are motivated to defend their 

market share through sustaining innovations and it is very difficult for entrants to 

succeed in this type of situation. 

2. Never target customers who are already using good products. Instead, look 

for new customers who will adopt the disruptive innovation because of its lower 
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price and in spite of it' s initial weak performance. This is called competing 

against non-consumption. 

3. If it not possible to find a new set of customers for the disruptive 

innovation, evaluate fmding a set of customers at the low end of the market where 

the innovation will be attractive, yet the established competitors will not be 

motivated to react. 

4. Find a way to use the disruptive technology to help customers get done 

more conveniently and inexpensively what they already are trying to get done. 

Otherwise, the product is competing against customers' priorities. 

5. Segment the market for the disruptive innovation in ways that mirror the 

jobs that customers are trying to get done. The typical segmentation method is 

along organizational boundaries or aligned with data that is readily available, e.g. , 

product type, price point or demographic category. Segmenting by jobs that 

customers.are trying to get done leads to a more useful way of fitting products to 

markets. 

6. Consider that the basis of competition changes over time. If there is no 

apparent change in the basis, evaluate the low end of the market. This often opens 

up the opportunity to change the basis of competition by introducing disruptive 

products there. 

7. Make sure that product architecture reflects the needs of the market being 

pursued. Initially it is best to use a closed, or interconnected, architecture for 

disruptive innovations as the innovator has control over the entire product. As the 
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product matures, it usually makes sense to open the architecture so sustaining 

changes can be made rapidly and efficiently. 

8. Make sure that the organization that is developing the disruptive 

technology has the right resources, processes and culture to succeed. These 

shouldn't be decided on based on the criteria used to succeed with sustaining 

technologies. 

9. Confirm that the distribution channels for the disruptive technology are 

also appropriate. Like organizational factors, channel factors need to be evaluated 

for appropriateness for the new technology. 

10. Staff the disruptive technology development with managers who have 

struggled with similar situations in the past. Success in a sustaining environment 

may not be an indicator of success in the new environment. 

11 . Recognize that the best development strategy for disruptive products is 

usually not apparent from the beginning. Use empirical evidence during the 

development to formulate the correct strategy. 

12. Make financial profits a priority. Where there is a situation where the 

disruptive technology is being crammed into a value chain network with extensive 

interdependencies, years of massive investment may be required. This signals that 

the market segmentation and target may be wrong. 

13. Recognize that growth rate of disruptive technologies before the steep 

ascent is reached is slower than for sustaining technologies. If the company 

requires a disruptive product to grow too fast it could be a sign that it is planned 
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for a sustaining market or that expectations are unrealistic leading to perceived 

failure. 

Christensen suggests that these recommendations be used as a filter in evaluating 

disruptive technologies to make sure that they get positioned for success in the market 

and within an organization. 

Other Innovation Theory Research 

Chakravorti (2003) differs from Christensen in that he takes a more macro 

approach to innovation, emphasizing the market situation for innovations rather than the 

innovator. His work starts when an innovation arrives in a market. At this point he feels 

that equilibrium is in place and a pattern of behaviors and a market protocol may have 

congealed around this status quo. It is this situation of rest that innovations in a connected 

world must pry apart. The next step is for the innovation to create a new situation in 

which different behaviors become the norm so that once the market has adjusted, the 

innovation is part of a new status quo. The tangled nature of an interconnected market is 

such that once the status quo is disturbed a new equilibrium will form. 

The key points from Chakravorti's (2003) innovation theories are: 

1. For an innovation to penetrate a market, the innovator must examine its 

benefits in a limited, private context. This context is particularly constrained when 

the market is interconnected. 

2. Technology's impact in a market will most likely proceed at only half the 

speed of technology's innovation progress. This is because markets with strong 

interconnections create inefficiencies relative to innovation diffusion. A paradox 

is that this means that innovations are adopted at a slower pace or not at all even 
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though wider adoption would be almost universally beneficial. A related point is 

that when a new equilibrium point is reached, it will bear more resemblance to its 

predecessor than we would have expected. 

3. A strategic campaign for a disruption should consider a) deciding on a 

desired outcome at the beginning, b) orchestrating the changes across the network 

of players needed to propagate the innovator' s selective intervention into the 

wider network, c) actively managing interactions with critical agents that will pass 

on the innovation' s influence, and d) making appropriate choices on how to 

commit to strategies that lead to certain endgames in the face of uncertainty. 

4. The networked market context presents the innovator with a unique set of 

challenges and opportunities and must be consider for successful diffusion of 

innovations. Although interconnectivity of such markets is not new, its intensity 

and central role in practically every sector of modem markets in this information 

age is without precedent. 

While there are significant differences between the theories of Christensen and 

Chakravorti, there are also considerable overlaps as acknowledged by both researchers. 

In particular, the equilibrium and inter-connectedness (Chakravorti) of the participants in 

the high end of the market (Christensen) make it extremely difficult for disruptive 

innovations to penetrate these markets. Christensen advocates avoiding this segment of 

the market with disruptive innovations; whereas Chakravorti provides recommendations 

for evaluating competing in the overall market with innovations. The next section will 

examine how these theories apply to active networking and its likelihood of accelerating 

innovation. 
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Chapter 6 

Innovation Theory Applied to Active Networks 

First we provide motivation for applying innovation theory to active networking, 

supported by a group of leading researchers in the field of active networking. Next we 

map active networking into the three major innovation strategies: sustaining, low end 

disruption and new market disruption. We then use the tests recommended by Clayton 

Christensen to evaluate the chances of active networking being deployed in the Internet. 

The chapter concludes that, based on the results of applying the tests, active networking 

has little chance of being deployed in the current Internet. 

Motivation 

Innovation theory can be used to evaluate the chances of active networking 

succeeding in accelerating Internet innovation. Some leading researchers in active 

networking have already made the link between active networking and innovation theory. 

In particular, a group ofleading researchers observed: 

Existing industry players are not generally motivated to develop or deploy 

disruptive technologies (indeed, a good example of disruptive technology is a 

technology that a major network hardware vendor would not consider 

implementing in its router products). (National Research Council, 2001) 

The following sections review active networking through the theories of 

innovation presented in Chapter 5 of this paper. 

Innovation Models 

In the context of innovation theory, active networking technologies can be 

mapped into the categories of sustaining strategy, low end disruption and new market 
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disruption. Since the innovation target of active networking technologies is the Internet 

router, this will be the focus of the analysis in this section. Following is a discussion of 

each category. 

Sustaining 

According to Christensen and Chakravorti, incumbent Internet router vendors 

should be pursuing sustaining strategies relative to innovation. Table 2 shows that two 

vendors control over 80 percent of the worldwide market, so it will be relevant to analyze 

their approaches to innovation in the Internet router market. Surveys of Cisco's Web site 

as well as their lack of participation in active networking industry forums indicate that 

Cisco is apparently not pursuing active networking technology. They do aggressively 

defend their market share through sustaining innovations such as product scaling, faster 

interface speeds and multiple protocols; however, there is no indication that they are 

leading in active networking technology (Tirneline, Cisco and the Evolution of 

Switching, 1969-2003 n.d.). 

Low End Disruption 

Juniper, on the other hand, does seem to be making an attempt to develop a 

pseudo active networking capability with their SDX-300 Service Deployment System 

(Technical Notes, 2004). Figure 11 depicts Juniper's deployment scenario. It should be 

noted that this diagram shares the active node properties of the network diagram in Figure 

6. 
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Figure 11. Juniper SDX-300 network diagram. 

In this diagram, the Services Delivery Platform (SDP) has connections to 

management functions in the Back Office layer as well as connections to network 

elements in the Transport layer. Co-located in the Service Intelligence layer are an LDAP 

database and a RADIUS accounting function. The Operation Support System (OSS) will 

load service intelligence into the SDP that allows subscribers at the Terminal section to 

order services from content providers. Routers in the Access and Backbone sections will 

be provided with rules for prioritizing information exchanged between the subscribers 

and content providers. Although the overall functionality resembles active networking, 

the fact that this is a closed architecture and the involved network elements are currently 

provided by Juniper indicates that this is a weak attempt at a low end disruption. 

Other quasi low end disruptions are the introduction of network processors in 

place of application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) and the introductions of lead 

applications described in Table 2. The reason that these are not considered full low end 

disruptions to the current passive networking model is a function of scope. Network 

processors are enablers of active nodes and lead users are very application specific. 
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Network processors overcome the limited flexibility of ASICs to respond when 

the type or nature of the media interfaces change or new protocol standards require 

changes to lookup operations or header processing (Vin & Yavatkar, 2003). These 

processors are programmable and their designs optimized for processing packets; they 

can be used to implement a wide range of network services such as IP datagram 

forwarding, label switching, content-based routing, voice over packet, virtual private 

networks (VPNs) and quality of service (QOS). Like active networking, design and 

development of networking systems using network processors is still an emerging field 

and using these devices to replace ASICs in traditional designs offers a number oftrade

offs and design challenges. 

New Market Disruption 

New market active networking disruptive innovations in the Internet would be 

services that are currently not being provided on a widespread basis due to limitations 

with the present Internet architecture. Examples of potential new market disruptions that 

can be enabled with active networking technology include voice, video and guaranteed 

quality of service. None of these services are currently being provided on a ubiquitous 

scale because the initial architectural guidelines proposed for the Internet. In particular, 

items 2-4 in the following list of basic end to end principles of the current Internet impact 

the ability to deploy these types of services (Leiner et al., n.d.): 

1. Each distinct network would have to stand on its o\\'n and no internal 

changes could be required to any such network to connect it to the Internet. 

2. Communications would be on a best effort basis. If a packet didn't make it 

to the final destination, it would shortly be retransmitted from the source. 
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3. Black boxes would be used to connect the networks; these would later be 

called gateways and routers. There would be no information retained by the 

gateways about the individual flows of packets passing through them, thereby 

keeping them simple and avoiding complicated adaptation and recovery from 

various failure modes. 

4. There would be no global control at the operations level. 

In summary, there are strong sustaining strategies being pursued by the incumbent 

router vendors, Cisco and Juniper while Juniper also seems to be attempting a weak low 

end disruption. Other than these activities there does not seem to be any serious active 

networking deployments that pose a threat to the current equilibrium status regarding 

Internet innovation. Given this, it is useful to apply the tests suggested by Christensen 

(2003) to the current situation regarding active networking and Internet innovation. 

Innovation Theory Evaluation of Active Networking 

Following is an analysis ofthe results of applying the tests described in Chapter 5 

of this paper. 

1. Never target customers and markets that look attractive to established 

competitors. Because of the dominant market share of two well-entrenched 

vendors, Cisco and Juniper, there is little incentive for competitors to enter the 

router market. 

2. Never target customers who are already using good products. Based on the 

success of the Internet, and the large market share of Cisco and Juniper, it would 

be very costly and risky for competitors to try to attack products of these vendors. 
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3. If it is not possible to fmd a new set of customers for the disruptive 

innovation, evaluate fmding a set of customers at the low end of the market where 

the innovation will be attractive, yet the established competitors will not be 

motivated to react. The new set of customers for active networking technology 

might be companies that have completely new Internet services in their business 

model. For example these new services could be public telephony and video 

servtces. 

4. Find a way to use the disruptive technology to help customers get done 

more conveniently and inexpensively what they already are trying to get done. It 

is difficult to see how active networking could be more convenient and 

inexpensive for any business for the foreseeable future . 

5. Segment the market for the disruptive innovation in ways that mirror the 

jobs that customers are trying to get done. This would suggest that active 

networking technology should initially be targeted at service provider segments 

that are pursuing services that the current Internet cannot provide. For example, 

voice, video and quality of service. 

6. Consider that the basis of competition changes over time. If there is no 

apparent change in the basis, evaluate the low end of the market. The router 

market seems in equilibrium at present, so a low end disruption is a reasonable 

scenario. 

7. Make sure that product architecture reflects the needs of the market being 

pursued. This suggests initially having a closed architecture that vendors can 

control and then moving to an open architecture as the technology matures. This 
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runs counter to the architecture of active networks, which is defined to be open to 

drive accelerated innovation. 

8. Make sure that the organization that is developing the disruptive 

technology has the right resources, processes and culture to succeed. Because the 

introduction of active networking technology impacts a network of the scale of 

the Internet, a large scale project will be required. 

9. Confirm that the distribution channels for the disruptive technology are 

also appropriate. Distribution channels for active networking technology will need 

to be developed after the technology is proven in large scale deployments. 

10. Staff the disruptive technology development with managers who have 

struggled with similar situations in the past. Because of the pioneering nature of 

active networking technology for the Internet, it will take non-traditional 

managers to develop the technology. That is, the development should not be 

staffed with people whose responsibility has been with current Internet 

technology. 

11 . Recognize that the best development strategy for disruptive products is 

usually not apparent from the beginning. Because of the mission critical nature of 

the Internet, it will not be possible to introduce active networking technology on a 

trial and error basis. 

12. Make financial profits a priority. Because of all of the new technologies 

associated with active networking and the large scale of the Internet, it is difficult 

to see where active networking technology will be fmancially profitable for 

service providers to deploy in a reasonable timeframe. 
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13. Recognize that growth rate of disruptive technologies before the steep 

ascent is reached is slower than for sustaining technologies. The purpose of active 

networking is to accelerate innovation; therefore the slower it takes to deploy, the 

more opportunities for innovation will be lost and risks will increase because of 

the continuing deployment of ad hoc network elements. 

Table 4 summarizes this analysis: 

Table 4 

Analysis of Active Networking with Innovation Theory 

No. Innovation Recommendation Active Networking Impact 

1 A void Entrenched Competitors Unfavorable 

2 A void Competing Against Good Products Unfavorable 

3 Customers at Low End Favorable 

4 More Convenience at Lower Cost Unfavorable 

5 Jobs to Accomplish Segmentation Favorable 

6 Low End for Equilibrium Markets Favorable 

7 Product Architecture Unfavorable 

8 Appropriate Organization Unfavorable 

9 Appropriate Distribution Channels Unfavorable 

10 Development Staffing Unfavorable 

11 Trial and Error Learning Unfavorable 

12 Financial Profit Priority Unfavorable 

13 Growth Rate Slow Unfavorable 

The content of Table 4 suggests that, based on disruptive innovation theory, it will 

be very difficult to deploy active networking technology in the current Internet. This 
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fmding is also consistent with the network effects innovation theory of Chakravorti, i.e., 

the physical and virtual interconnectedness of the Internet are significant barriers to 

diffusion of disruptive innovations. Also constraining the deployment of active 

networking in the Internet is the complexity of the technology relative to passive 

networking. According to another leading researcher in the innovation field, successful 

innovations are simple and focused and start small (Drucker, 2003). 

The fmdings in Table 4 regarding the unfavorable mismatch between active 

networking technology and the conditions for diffusion of the technology is also 

confirmed by the actual lag in the deployment ofthe technology. One ofthe seminal 

papers on active networking was published in 1996 (Tennenhouse & Wetherall). Since 

then over eight years have passed and the technology does not appear close to 

deployment. 

The next chapter of this paper will suggest conditions under which active 

networking technology deployment could be accelerated based on disruptive innovation 

theory. 
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Chapter 7 

Internet Innovation Acceleration Conditions 

We begin with an analysis of each of the thirteen factors in Table 4 and 

recommend alternative actions that will reverse the unfavorable ratings so that active 

networking has a chance to be deployed as an accelerator for Internet innovation. The 

overall theme of these recommendations is to return to the original model that was 

responsible for developing the current Internet. That is, begin with Government 

leadership to complete the design and development of active networking through the 

proof-of concept phase with a working prototype (Myers et al., 2002). After proof-of

concept, the leadership will transition to a quasi governmental agency that will be 

responsible for actually opening up the architecture and making a commercial launch of 

the network. The fmal transition will be to commercial entities responsible for the long 

term leadership of the network. The remainder of this chapter addresses each of the 

thirteen factors in Table 4 and ends with a summary and recommendations. 

Innovation Theory Test Recommendations 

1. Avoid entrenched competitors 

Since there are significant barriers to companies entering the router market and 

successfully competing with Cisco and Juniper, it is recommended that government lead 

the design and development activities for the active networking Internet. By funding the 

design and development activities through bidding and fair distribution of contract 

awards, government can reduce the risk to enterprises desiring to target this market. 

There is precedent for this recommendation as the original Internet, although created 
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through government funding, has developed a firm commercial foundation (Moschovitis, 

1999). 

2. Avoid competing against good products 

Based on the huge combined market shares of Cisco and Juniper, customers are 

relatively satisfied with their products. These incumbent competitors have established 

status quo equilibrium with their products that will be very difficult to disrupt, even with 

superior products, because the network effect creates mutually self-reinforcing choices 

that lock in the status quo (Chakravorti, 2003). Established firms tend to favor 

evolutionary technology and listening to customers (market pull) (Walsh, Kirchoff, & 

Newhart, 2002). This does not position these competitors well for developing disruptive 

technologies, but raises entry barriers to new competitors. Christensen observes that new 

entrants into a market that has established equilibrium will motivate incumbent 

competitors to fight rather than flee (Christensen & Raynor, 2003). This suggests that 

active networking target a new set of customers that are not currently dominant in the 

Internet and are not large customers of Cisco and Juniper. The recommendation, 

therefore, is to target a new set of service providers with new applications that will 

benefit from active networking technology. Examples of these applications are voice and 

video services. 

3. Customers at low end 

If it is not possible to fmd a new set of customers for the disruptive innovation, 

evaluate finding a set of customers at the low end of the market where the innovation will 

be attractive, yet the established competitors will not be motivated to react. 
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This test suggests that if an entirely new set of service providers for active 

networking cannot be found, try to sell the technology to existing service providers who 

are not large, priority customers of Cisco and Juniper. According to a recent report there 

are numerous small ISPs that could be targeted (Goldman, 2004). For example in the 

U.S., ISP' s with less than .1 percent market share collectively hold about 35 percent of 

the subscriber market and have about 33 million customers. These ISPs could be targeted 

for active networking first, so the incumbent competitors do not get the feeling that their 

major customers are being threatened. An issue with this strategy; however, is that these 

ISPs are most likely less technically sophisticated than the larger ISPs, have less money 

to invest and are more risk adverse. Active networking, on the other hand, will be rather 

complex, costly and risky during the initial phases of deployment. This suggests that 

while attacking the low end of the market is feasible to avoid head-to-head competition 

with the incumbents, it is not likely to produce desired results in an accelerated 

tirneframe. The recommendation, therefore, is consistent with the prior recommendation, 

i.e., to target a new set of service providers with new applications that will benefit from 

active networking technology. 

4. More convenience at lower cost 

Find a way to use the disruptive technology to help customers get done more 

conveniently and inexpensively what they already are trying to get done. In this regard, it 

is difficult to see how active networking could be more convenient and inexpensive for 

any ISP until the technology is mature and fully deployed. The ISP market and passive 

networking are in a state of relative equilibrium. This state represents a balance among 

the choices being made by the network of players essential for active networking's 
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success (Chakravorti, 2003). The players and their interconnectedness are depicted in 

Figure 4, ISP value chain. In order for active networking to become a factor in this value 

chain, it must ftrst induce multiple behaviors among the players to unlock the passive 

networking equilibrium in a coordinated manner. The next step is to recoordinate 

outcomes in a new equilibrium with active networking. To arrive at this result a critical 

mass ofiSPs must adopt the technology. The probability of this happening in the current 

Internet is very low, so the recommendation is to pursue this as a lower priority effort 

than creating a new Internet architecture. One way to pursue a low end disruption with 

active networking is to implement it using an overlay strategy (Peterson et al., 2003). 

This would be a relatively low risk way of implementing a rapid prototype of active 

networking services to learn from for the new architecture implementation. 

5. Jobs to accomplish segmentation 

Segment the market for the disruptive innovation in ways that mirror the jobs that 

customers are trying to get done. This would suggest that active networking technology 

should initially be targeted at service provider segments that are pursuing services that 

the current Internet cannot provide. For example, voice, video and quality of service. As 

seen in Figure 3: Additional Services Demand, ISPs' customers are demanding 

innovative services that active networking can provide. The purpose of segmenting the 

market along the lines of circumstances, rather than attributes such as demographics, is so 

that the new Internet architecture will have a clear focus on innovative new services 

rather than just a scalable version of the current Internet. An example of the results of the 

latter is Internet2. Its focus has been on evolving the current Internet architecture to 

greater scale and is now suffering many of the problems ofthe Internet relative to the 
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pace of innovation (Blyth, 2003). Based on this experience, the recommendation is to 

architect the new active networking-based Internet around the services in Figure 3 with 

backward compatibility with the current Internet a low priority (Leiner et al., nd). 

6. Low end for equilibrium markets 

Consider that the basis of competition changes over time. If there is no apparent 

change in the basis, evaluate the low end of the market. The router market seems in 

equilibrium at present, so a low end disruption for active networking is a reasonable 

scenario to evaluate. Figure 12 below shows an example of the basis of competition 

changing (Christensen & Raynor, 2003). 
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Figure 12. The changing basis of competition in the computer industry. 

In this diagram the computer industry begins as a vertically integrated industry 

with competitors performing almost all of the functions needed to complete their product 

offering. As the pace of technological improvements outstrip the ability of customers to 
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use them, the basis of competition changes and forces companies to be as fast and 

responsive as possible. One of the ways they meet this challenge is to make their products 

more modular, which enables disintegration of the competitors. Although integration was 

once a competitive advantage in this industry, it has now become a liability. lbis is a case 

where active networking would seem to be a good solution under the assumption that the 

router market is similar to the computer market. Unfortunately, due to the strong 

networking effects of the router market and dominant positions of the market leaders, the 

router market will not follow the computer market in disintegration in a reasonable period 

of time. The recommendation resulting from this factor is to not attempt any low end 

disruption of the current Internet value chain with active networking technology. Instead 

a new market disruption is recommended. 

7. Product architecture 

Make sure that the product architecture reflects the needs of the market being 

pursued. This suggests initially having a closed architecture that can be controlled during 

design and development and then moving to an open architecture as the technology 

matures and customers feel comfortable integrating standard components (Zander et al., 

2002). This suggestion runs counter to the fundamental architecture of active networks, 

which is defined to be open in order to drive accelerated innovation. As Figure 12 

suggests, even the computer industry, which active networking is using as a model, began 

with a closed, vertically integrated architecture; however, transitioned to an open, 

modular architecture. Because of the complexity and immaturity of active networking 

technology, it is also going to have to begin as a closed, integrated system. As noted in 

the introduction to this section, the recommended way to accomplish this and also 
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provide the openness of active networking is to have a single entity be responsible for the 

initial design and development of the next generation Internet using active networking 

technology. These designs should use open interfaces in anticipation of the future; 

however, the designer should encapsulate the system with services that initially shield 

users from the initial performance problems of new, complex modular systems. After the 

initial designer completes the proof of concept, and passes the responsibility to the next 

phase, the modularization of the architecture should begin. 

8. Appropriate organization 

Make sure that the organization that is developing the disruptive technology has 

the right resources, processes and culture to succeed. Because the introduction of active 

networking technology impacts a network of the scale of the Internet, a very large scale 

project will be required. Established, commercial enterprises tend to favor evolutionary 

technology (Walsh, Kirchoff, & Newhart, 2002). This means that an organization with 

the resources of the Government will be required to develop the next generation Internet 

using active networking technology. There is certainly precedent for this as the current 

Internet was begun by the Federal Government and successfully transitioned to private 

enterprise. Several steps to this are recommended by an FCC member (Pepper, 2001): 

1. The Federal Government should fund, manage and regulate the development of 

the next generation Internet technology. 

2. Any legacy bottlenecks should be identified as real problems and solutions put 

in place. 

3. After the technology is developed and deployment starts, the transition to a 

competitive market should begin. 
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4. When competition starts, deregulation should also begin. (Pepper) 

9. Appropriate distribution channels 

Confirm that the distribution channels for the disruptive technology are also 

appropriate. Distribution channels for active networking technology will need to be 

developed after the technology is proven in large scale deployments. Because the 

technology will differ significantly from today's passive networking technology, existing 

distribution channels might not be appropriate. Several researchers in the field are 

recommending that backward compatibility with today's passive networking technology 

should not be a priority (Braden et al., 2000; National Research Council, 2001). The 

quasi government agency overseeing the modularization and deployment of active 

networking technology will need to also manage the establishment of commercial 

distribution channels. 

10. Development staffing 

Staff the disruptive technology development with managers who have struggled 

with similar situations in the past. Because of the pioneering nature of active networking 

technology for the Internet, .it will take non-traditional managers to develop the 

technology. That is, the development should not be staffed with people whose 

responsibility has been with current Internet technology. A good place to begin staffing 

will be from the government's DARPA program on active networks where their mission 

is to deploy networks that '"turn on a dime" (DARPA, n.d.). Although the current driver 

for DARPA's active networking program is to facilitate netcentric warfare tools (Saab, 

Netcentric Web page, n.d.), the networking approach is consistent with the requirements 

for active networking for the next generation Internet. The recommendation, therefore, is 
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to have DARPA staff the program to develop the next generation Internet using active 

networking technologies. 

II . Trial and error learning 

Recognize that the best development strategy for disruptive products is usually 

not apparent from the beginning. Because of the mission critical nature of the Internet, it 

will not be possible to introduce active networking technology on a trial and error basis 

into the current Internet. Because of this limitation, several researchers are 

recommending that a deliberate effort, independent of the current Internet, be undertaken 

for the next generation Internet (Braden et al., 2000; Moschovitis, 1999; National 

Research Council, 2001). Recognizing the mission critical state of the current Internet 

and Intemet2 as a barrier to networking research and the need for research on large scale 

networks, a the National LightRail (NLR) initiative was formed (Blyth, 2003). This 

program is linking a number of participating U.S. universities with 40 wavelengths, 

1 OGbps each, of optical fiber cable. The initial deployment has begun with four of the 

wavelengths being used. Half of the bandwidth available will be used for networking 

technology research. The NLR can support experimentation at the optical, switching, 

routing, middleware and application layers of the network (Marsan, 2004). It is, 

therefore, recommended that the NLR be used as the platform for design and 

development of the next generation Internet using active networking technologies. 

I2. Financial profit priority 

Make financial profits a priority. Because of all of the new technologies 

associated with active networking and the large scale of the Internet, it is unlikely that 

active networking technology will be financially profitable for service providers to 
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deploy in a reasonable timeframe. This is also a key reason for the Government to take 

responsibility for the next generation Internet, i.e., near term incentives are low for profit

oriented enterprises to make the significant investments required to develop the next 

generation Internet using active networking technologies. Not only is the history of the 

current Internet an example of the advantage of government funding huge, risky 

technology projects, but Japan recently announced that their government is the major 

financial participant in developing next generation Internet routers (Agence France

Presse, 2003). 

13. Growth rate slow 

Recognize that the growth rate of disruptive technologies before the steep ascent 

is reached is slower than for sustaining technologies. The purpose of active networking is 

to accelerate innovation; therefore the slower it takes to deploy, the more opportunities 

for innovation will be lost and risks will increase because of the continuing deployment 

of ad hoc network elements in the Internet. Since incwnbent router vendors are motivated 

to continue sustaining innovations and the growth rate for active networking technologies 

will be relatively slow according to Christensen, growth does not seem to be a motivator 

for commercial enterprises to invest in active networking technologies. Consistent with 

other recommendations in this section, government has to assume a leading role in 

deploying active networking technologies for the next generation Internet. 

Chapter Summary 

Earlier sections of this paper built the case of active networking technology 

having a low probability being deployed in the current Internet. This section, on the other 

hand, indicated the conditions under which the technology would have a much higher 
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probability of successfully being deployed for the next generation Internet. Following is a 

summary of the recommendations: 

1. Establish a new Internet architecture appropriate for innovation with 

backward compatibility with the current Internet a low priority. Initial services 

targeted are those in Figure 3. Possibly use an Internet overlay architecture only 

for rapid prototyping purposes for real world learning with low end ISPs. 

2. Utilize the National LightRail network for scalable, active networking 

technology research. 

3. Similar to the evolution of the current Internet, the next generation Internet 

development should be split into three phases with the first phase being design 

and development through proof of concept. This phase should be the 

responsibility of a government agency such a DARPA, who should develop an 

integrated architecture capable of being modularized. 

4. The second phase, under the responsibility of a quasi governmental 

agency such as NSF, should modularize the architecture, begin deployment and 

prepare for hand-over to commercial enterprises. 

5. The third phase, which is commercial growth, should be the responsibility 

of commercial enterprises and government deregulation should begin as soon as 

competition starts. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

Summary 

We begin by showing that researchers in the field are concerned about the 

slowing pace of Internet innovation. There are a number of factors contributing to this 

including the mission critical commercial nature of the Internet, the scale of the network, 

and the structure of the router market. Also of concern is the introduction of non-standard 

network elements that are performing specific functions to overcome innovation barriers 

in the network core. These network elements violate the end to end paradigm that drove 

the Internet architecture but don't adhere to any other standards of interoperability or 

performance. These conditions could limit future innovation and seriously degrade 

Internet performance. The active networking community is proposing opening up router 

architecture as a means to accelerate Internet innovation. The computer industry is 

referenced by active networking advocates as a model of open architecture and rapid 

innovation that should be followed by the router industry. 

With this background as a basis, we shift our emphasis to a description and 

analysis of innovation theory and apply this theory to active networking starting with 

Chapter 5. Based on innovation theory we conclude that active networking has a very 

small chance of being deployed in the current Internet. Significant barriers to deployment 

include the incumbency status of a single major and a single minor router vendor who 

have no incentive to open up their market to competition. The scale of the Internet as well 

as its mission-critical applications also preclude meaningful active networking research 
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necessary for deployment. We then proceed, based on innovation theory, to suggest the 

conditions under which active networking would most likely be deployed. 

The recommended conditions for active network deployment include the 

leadership of DARPA within the US Government to manage the project through the 

proof-of-concept phase. During this phase, contracts will be awarded to bidding vendors 

to develop various elements of a new Internet independent of the current Internet 

architecture. The initial network architecture will minimize modularity so that the 

network can be developed and tested more rapidly; however, a roadmap to modularity 

will be developed and followed. The development platform will be the National 

LambdaRail, which is just being deployed and will facilitate the necessary scaling and 

trial and error network testing. After the proof-of-concept phase is completed, the 

management of the new Internet will be assumed by a quasi-government agency such as 

the National Science Foundation. This organization will prepare the new Internet for 

commercialization by modularizing routers and establishing new commercial distribution 

channels. New service provider enterprises will also be identified to operate the new 

Internet with applications not possible in the current Internet. After competition starts in 

the new Internet, management will be shifted to commercial enterprises. 

Contributions 

We challenge the assumption that unbundling router hardware and software in the 

Internet will have the same degree of success in accelerating Internet innovation as the 

same unbundling had on accelerating innovation in the computer industry. We believe 

that this is the first time that innovation theory has been applied to active networking to 

determine the extent to which the technology will be deployed to accelerate Internet 
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innovation. Our conclusion is that the chances of active networking being deployed are 

very low. Based on this result we then go on to recommend the conditions under which 

active networking will be deployed. These conditions remove the most significant 

barriers to deployment and open up the opportunity for active networking to fulfill the 

need for accelerated Internet innovation. Another unique contribution is the identification 

of the emerging National Lambda Rail network as the research test bed for active 

networking. 

Future Work 

A significant area that we did not address is backward compatibility from the 

active networking Internet to the current Internet. To remove the barriers to active 

networking deployment, we recommend that backward compatibility be assigned a low 

priority. Most likely, however, there will be significant demand for interfacing the active 

networking Internet with the current Internet. 

There are also a number of active networking issues that are outside the scope of 

this thesis. Some of the most important to be resolved include security and safety. 

Security concerns arise when users are permitted access to the core of the network with 

their programs. Programmability also leads to concerns about safety as a result of 

programmers using more memory and bandwidth resources than budgeted. 
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